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Our Charge:
On February 2, 2016, the Steamboat Springs City Councif directed staff, through a formal vote/
to "Develop a sustalnabiiity plan with a focus on resource efficiency, cost effectiveness, and
respect for the natural environment/' This written plan is one step in fulfillment of that
directive.

Sustainability Defined
According to the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development, sustainability means
meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs." The three interrelated pillars ofsustainable development include the
environment/ social equity and economic devefopment. To act sustainably is to balance the
aims of these pillars with the need to use resources more efficiently.
Sustainability is not an end goal/ but is a journey that the City of Steamboat Springs is taking to
improve the sociaf, environmental/ and economic conditions in our city and community. The
City of Steamboat Springs' Vision Statement specifically includes sustainability and is "to
preserve our past while assuring an economically/ culturally/ and environmentally sustainable
future/'

Background Information
Recent Background:
Within the past three years/ the Steamboat Springs City Council has taken a proactive role in
Sustainability. This includes:

1) As part of the 2014 City Council Goals, on June 3/ 2014, City Council adopted the following:
a) Sustainability Objective #1: "We serve as a community leader in sustainability by
conducting daily operations with a focus on resource efficiency/ cost effectiveness and
respect of the natural environment".

i) Action 1: Establishing a baseline understanding of where the City is in regards to
sustainability metrics.
ii) Action 2: Create a task force (also known as the Green Team) that would make
recommendations on policy to City Council.
2) In fulfilment of the second action step, on September 16, 2014, City Council voted to seat the
Green Team as a committee with five City staff members and three more community
members approved by the five/ for purpose of creating goals and providing direction to the

city on sustainability goals. Green Team members were Rodger Steen/ Sarah Jones, Scott
Conner/ Megan Moore-Kemp (community members) and Ben Beall/ Craig Robinson, Jeff
Nelson/ Robbie Shine, Winnie Delliquadri/ and Bob Keenan (city staff).
3) The Green Team researched multiple options for establishing this baseline and presented these
options to City Council on January 6, 2015. Council asked for additional information, and then
at the February 24, 2015 council meeting/ Council directed the Green Team to pursue STAR
certification as a means to establish a baseline for our past/current sustainability efforts and
to use the framework for making recommendations for future efforts.
4) City staff carried out the STAR sustainability benchmarking process and presented this
information to council on November 17, 2015 in conjunction with a Green Team update
regarding recent activities surrounding the sustainability objective.
5) As part of the 2016 City Council Goais, on February 2/ 2016, City Council voted on a new but
similar sustainabHity goal: Develop a sustamability plan with a focus on resource efficiency,
cost effectiveness, and respect for the natural environment/'
6) On March 16, 2016, the City received the final verification of the STAR Community Rating
System. The City is certified as a 4-STAR Community, scorinR446 points. See the section in
this plan on Sustainability Benchmarking for detailed information on benchmarking.
7} The Green Team reviewed the STAR sustainability data and outcome benchmarks and
developed sustainability recommendations which were adopted by council as sustainability
goals. See the section in this plan on Sustainability Goals for detailed information about goals.

Additional Activities:
The City of Steamboat Springs has a long background of seeking sustainability. This history
includes:
• Commissioning an Energy Audit of City Facilities in partnership with Atmos Energy's Custom
Energy Efficiency Program in 2016. This energy audit focused on natural gas use only within
eight of the City's facilities. The Audit identified and analyzed a number of energy
conservation measures for the Ice Arena/ Public Works Shop/ Transit/ Snowmelt, Howelsen
Lodge/ Centennial Hall, Mountain Fire Station, and Ambulance Barn. Implementation of
recommendations is in progress through the Facilities Maintenance program.
• Participation in an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) "Building Blocks for Sustainable
Communities" program in 2015, which resulted in a team of experts in community planning
and sustainability facilitated a two-day on-site workshop on July 13th and 14th of 2015. This
workshop brought together community members and local stakeholders to identify
community issues surrounding sustainability. These workshops resulted in the identification
of three primary challenges and opportunities: affordable housing/ energy use, and

community engagement. The EPA report "Sustainable Strategies for Small Cities and Rural
Areas" identifies strategies and recommendation for addressing specific community issues of
Housing, Energy and Community Engagement.
Technical Energy Audit and Energy Performance Contracting/ with implementation of and
performance contracting for energy savings projects in 2011. This project involved multiple
departments and has resulted in an average savings of $117/000 per year.
A Greenhouse Gas Study was completed in 2010 utilizing 2005 greenhouse gas levels as the
benchmark. The study created a baseline for C02/ CH4/ and N20 levels created by building,
transportation/ and materials industries. Community wide emissions were 873/000 Mt
C02e. Largest emitters were residential buildings/ commercial buildings/ industrial
buildings/ gas vehicles, and waste. Key recommendations were for periodic updating of the
Greenhouse Gas Study measurements (not complete), implementing green building
programs (mostly complete)/ implementing hybrid buses (complete), and developing zero
waste and water conservation programs (ongoing).
Adopting the "City of Steamboat Springs Sustamabifity Management Plan" in July 200G.
Implementation of this management plan has been ongoing. The Sustainability
Management Plan provided specific directions and a suggested framework for advancing
sustainability in the internal operations of the city. Identified Priorities included:
o Priority A: Developing a Sustainability Mission Statement (complete)

o Priority B: Carrying out Employee Education (ongoing)
o Priority C: Funding High Performance Buildings (ongoing)
o Priority D: Facilities Manager Position (complete)
o Priority E: Integrated Design for New Construction: (ongoing)

o Priority F: Building Commissioning (ongoing as funds allow)
o Priority G: Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (ongoing)
o Priority H: Interface between Green Building and Historical Preservation (ongoing)

o Priority I: Replacing High Bay Lighting (mostly complete)
o Priority J: Ice Rink Heat Recovery (ongoing)
o Priority K: Minimize Refrigerant based Air Conditioning Practices (ongoing)

Sustainability Assessment
The city carried out a community wide sustainability assessment in 2015 utilizing the Sustainability
Tools for Assessing & Rating Communities (STAR) program to set a baseline for measuring progress
on sustainability. STAR Communities is a nonprofit organization that works to advance a national
frameworkto evaluate and certify sustainable communities in North America. The STAR Community
Rating System was developed for local governments by locaf governments and is a comprehensive
framework and certification program for evaluating local sustainability/ encompassing economic,
environmental and social performance measures. STAR rates communities on 44 objectives with
rating criteria designed to assess community sustainability efforts in a clear and data driven way.

The rating system's evaluation measures can be used to assess current ievels of sustainability, set
targets for moving ahead and measure progress along the way. Because the program is national/
the STAR framework allows a community to credibly track their progress toward overall
sustainability. STAR'S community rating system is organized around 7 thematic Goal Areas:
1) Built Environment - Achieve livability, choice and access for all where
people live work and play.
2) Climate & Energy- Reduce climate impacts through adaptation and
mitigation effort: and increase resource
efficiency.
3) Education/Arts & Community- Empower vibrant/educated, connected and
diverse communities.

4) Economy & Jobs- Create equitably shared prosperity and access to

quality jobs.
5) Equity and Empowerment - Ensure equity, inclusion/ and access to
opportunity for all citizens.
6) Health & Safety- Strengthen communities to be healthy/ resilient
and safe places for residents and businesses.
7) Natural Systems - Protect and restore the natural resource base
upon which life depends.
\

Each of the above theme areas is broken down into objectives/ as shown on the following STAR
matrix.
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There are a total of 44 different objectives. Each Objective is then broken down into Tommunity
Level Outcome" and "Local Action" data points or measurements.
Outcomes are measurable condition-ievel indicators that depict a communit/s progress toward a
preferred state or condition within the STAR objective it supports. Within the STAR framework/ each
objective typically has between one and four separate outcome measurements.
Local Actions describe the range of decisions and investments that a local government or community
can make/ or the activities that they can engage in/ that are essential to achieving desired outcomes.
Action types are broken down into Preparatory actions and Implementation actions. Preparatory
actions consist of Education and Outreach/ Plan Development/ Policy and Code adjustment/

Partnerships and Collaboration, Practice Improvements/ and Inventory, Assessment or Survey.
Implementation actions consist of Enforcement and Incentives, Programs and Services, and Facilities
and Infrastructure Improvements.

Within the STAR framework/ a community can achieve points in each objective through attaining
the outcomes/through taking the local actions/ or through a combination of both.
The STAR Communities framework uses 516 data sets organized into 7 themes and 44 objectives.
In 2015, city staff spent five months compiling data which was awarded points through the STAR
framework. These point scores are summarized below.

Built Environment: 67.8% 67.8 of 100 points
Climate & Energy: 47.5% 47.5 of 100 points
Economy & Jobs: 71.3% 71.3 of 100 points
Education, Arts & Community: 75.1% 52.6 of 70 points
Equity & Empowerment: 36.5% 36.5 of 100 points

Health & Safety: 65.4% 65.4 of 100 points
Natural Systems: 71.9% 71.9 of 100 points
Innovation & Process: 66.0% 33.0 of 50 points
On a broad theme level/ Steamboat Springs is strongest in Education, Arts & Community, followed
by Natural Systems/ Economy & Jobs and Built Environment. Steamboat Springs is weakest in the
area of Equity & Empowerment followed by Climate & Energy.
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Goal Setting Methodology
The Green Team's approach initially focused on a gap analysis in the preliminary STAR reportingwith
the idea that the focus for future efforts should be where the community scored the lowest.
However, the Committee quickly discovered that this approach was shortsighted as a low score in a
particular area does not automatically mean that Steamboat Springs has an issue in that area. For
example, Steamboat Springs did not score any points for Environmental Justice as we do not have
any environmental justice programs or action steps in place/ nor have we decreased the number of
environmental contamination sites identified by the EPA. The reason we have no programs and
have made no progress is that we don't have a problem-the EPA indicates that there is not a single
contaminated environmental site in the community. In addition, a high score does not necessarily
indicate the lack of potential issue. For example, the city was awarded points for no loss of
affordable housing due to expiring housing subsidies, however this was due to the fact that none of
the affordable housing subsidies was set to expire during the requisite time period. Finally/this gap
analysis approach does not differentiate between those benchmarks that the City can directly affect
and those that are under the Jurisdiction of a different entity. Nor does it prioritize the benchmarks
through the [ens of established community values.
In light of the issues associated with the above-mentioned gaps analysis/ the Green Team instead
focused on prioritizing aH outcomes within the STAR program. The Committee utilized a series of
filters to identify the most important outcomes to focus on. As part of the first filter/ the Committee
created a decision matrix to evaluate which of the 107 STAR outcomes were the most appropriate
sustainability measures for City of Steamboat Springs to pursue. This matrix included the following
considerations:
o identify areas where STAR goals align with our various community plans and surveys. The
Community Plans utilized were: Steamboat Springs Area Community Plan/ Vision 2030, and the
most recent Steamboat Springs Community Survey.
o Identify areas where STAR goals align with the findings of the EPA report. Please note that the
Committee recommends pursuing the EPA Report recommendations separately from this
objective.
o Identify STAR outcomes that city efforts could primarily affect. Fitting the broad STAR outcomes
into this category proved challenging as the STAR rating system is designed to be inclusive of the
community not just the operations of a municipality. As you will see, the Committee included
some initiatives that were broad reaching and impact both city and the community as a whole.
Through the above approach the Green Team was able to narrow down the 107 outcomes to 33.
The Committee then filtered the remaining 33 outcomes down to 10. These remaining ten
outcomes fall within four categories: built environment/ climate and energy/ housing, and natural
systems. Prioritization of the original 33 and 10 outcomes are shown on the Outcome Matrix

Spreadsheet

Sustainability Goals
The Green Team was given specific direction by City Council to make recommendations on

sustainability efforts as outlined in the STAR Community Program. The following is the list of 10
sustainability goals based on the STAR framework/ as recommended by the Green Team. These
goals are grouped by category based on the STAR outcomes. In some instances the Green Team
rewarded the STAR recommend outcomes to better fit our community's values.
Climate and Energy

STAR OUTCOME
IDS
CE"5:0-1

GOAL
Reduce energy (electric and gas) use by 5 percent in City facilities over
the next two years/ and 15 percent over the next 5 years.

CE-5:0-2

Reduce raw and potable water use by 5 percent in City facilities over
the next two years/ and 15 percent over the next 5 years.

CE-1:0-1

Within the STAR core areas for vulnerability/ including: l.Stormwater
infrastructure; 2. Tourism; 3. Water Resources; and 4. Recreational
Facilities; the City should identify areas of vulnerability/ assess threats/
set reduction targets/ and identify possible mitigation strategies within
the next two years.

Mobility
STAR OUTCOME
ID#

GOAL

BE-3:0-1

Increase dwelling and employment density and transit service over the
next 2 years in each Compact and Complete Communities (CCC) by
establishing a baseline, developing a plan/ and target improvement of
one of the STAR outcome benchmarks. Benchmarks include 12 dwellings
per acre within a 1/4 mile of a transit stop/ average of at least 7 dwellings
per acre within the rest of the CCC boundary/ 25 jobs per acre, and
providing 60 weekday and 40 weekend transit trips.

BE-3:0-2

Enhance walkability in each defined CCC by achieving a 10%
improvement of each benchmark that is not currently being met. Bench
marks include sidewalks on both sides of 90% of the streets, 100%
crosswalks are ADA accessible/ 60% of the streets have trees at 40 foot
intervals and 70% of the speed limits are designed for 25mph.

BE-7:0-1

Increase alternative modes of transit for journeys to work such that a
maximum of 70% drive alone while a minimum of 15%
Bike+Walk+Transit/ and at least 5% Bike and Walk.

Natural Systems

STAR OUTCOME
ID#

GOAL

N5-1:0-1

Demonstrate at least a 2% annual average increase in land area with
protected vegetated surfaces performing a minimum of 2 of the
following functions:
• Localized cooling through tree canopy cover/ green roofs/ or green
walls
• Water management through wetlands/ stream buffers/ and permeable
surfaces
• Recreation through parks and/or greenways

NS-3:0"2

No net loss of wetland within City limits.

Housing

STAR OUTCOME
ID#

GOAL

BE-4:0-2

Affordable Housing Production: Develop a comprehensive housing
strategy with affordable housing targets and make incremental progress
towards the targets.

BE-4:0-3

Affordable Housing Preservation: No loss of subsidized affordable
housing units due to expiring subsidies.

Sustainability Action Plan
City staff developed an Action Plan for 2016-2018 with the goal of making progress on the
goafs and outcome measurements. The chart of the goals and progress follow

Sustainability Goals - Status Update

20-NOV-17

STAR Baseline year: 2015
Start: late 2016 .
2 Year Measurement: End of 2018

Climate and Energy
STAR
ID#

GOAL „

CE-5:| reduce energy (electric/gas) use by 5%
0-1

' sf in City facilities over the next two

Completed. , .

[n Process ....

i016: Natural Gas Energy Audit; installed

?01G - 2018: Install LED street and intersection

Jestratification fans in Mt. Fire;

ights with new construction (Downtown

(fears/ and 15% over the next 5 years.

' Next Steps :

L) Implement the pian outlined in the audit (2017?019)

mprovement Plan, URA Entry Arrival)

?017: Adopted 2015 Energy Code; Installed

1) Coordinate with YVEA for retrofit efforts on

:ondensing boiler system at Howelsen Lodge;

listing street lights,

nstalled exhaust extraction system in PW shop to
ninimize door openings, changed 50 incandescent

3ulbs to LED throughout the City; insulated shop at
-laymaker golf; Moisure sealed Mesa Schoolhouse;
'eplaced garage doors at Mtn. Fire with higher R/alue doors.

2017: Ice arena has reduced utilities by $40k

?018: CLEF will conform to 2015 Energy Code

annually through monitoring and adjusting ice
:hickness on a daily basis, daily programming of ice
:emperature, and other smaller energy saving
nitiatjves,

2016: Replace 100 linear ft of deteriorated/Ieaking

2017: HH replace leaking pipes.

5% in City facilities over the next two

;nowmaking pipe @ HH; Install Raw Water

2018/9: Raw Water @ Little Toots / Library

/ears/ and 15%overthe next 5 years.

rrigation @ West Lincoln & Memorial Parks

CE-5:| Reduce raw and potabie water use by
0-2

2016/17 - Raw Water Irrigation system at West

2018 - new snowmaking mainline budget approved

Lincoln Park

:o replace old leaking pipe

2016/17 - continue to repair snowmaking water

2018 on - continue to assess parks irrigation

line leaks

systems for efficiency and replace when needed

CE-1: Within STAR core areas-for
0-1

vulnerability/ including: l.Stormwater

2017: Research regarding how other communities

2017 & 2018: Yampa River Stream Management

2018: Develop All Hazard Risk Assessment and

have addressed vulnerability.

Plan - to include drought resiliency plan for the

Mitigation Plan that incorporates hazards relating

infrastructure; 2. Tourism;

yampa River as a recreational amenity/stormwater to climate change, (drought and flood)

3. Water Resources

asset, and water resource.

4, Recreational Facilities;

Ehe City will identify areas of

4:Future Years: Implement preferred alternative of

vulnerability, assess threats, set

Stream Mgmt Plan.

reduction targets, and identify possible

2017/18 - City updating parks and recreation (land

*Future Years; Implement Haz-Mit Plan

mitigation strategies within the next

and river resources) master plan identifying goals

recommendations.

two years.

and strategies to improve land/river heaith and
recreation

Natural Systems
STAR
ID#

GOAL

Completed

NS-1:| Demonstrate at least a 2% annual
0-1

average increase in land area with

In Process

Next Steps

2016: Workman park increased park land,

2016 - 2018: Downtown Improvements Project will 2018: Once baseline is complete, develop plan to

enhanced stream buffer

increase localized cooling through planting of trees meet goal.

201G: Purchase of Snake Island Property

2017: Establish baseline inventory and put into GIS

protected vegetated surfaces
performing a minimum of 2 of the
following functions:
• Localized cooling through tree

2017 - Yampa River bank stabilization and access

2018 on - continue to improve City owned

canopy cover, green roofs/ or green

improvements along Yampa St. and at Stockbridge

stretches of riverto stabilize banks; protect

walls

fencing added to limit public access to riparian

sensitive areas and improve access

•

Water management through

areas

wetlands/stream buffers, and

permeable surfaces
• Recreation through parks and/or
greenways

NS-3:| No net loss of wetland within City
0-2

limits.

2017: Wetlands inventory /baseline

2019: Identify wetlands development areas and
develop feasibility study for each.

Mobility
STAR
1D#

GOAL

BE-3:| ncrease dwelling and employment
0-1

Completed •
1016: Identified CCC areas which work for

iensity and transit service over the

itesmboat Springs. (These were identified as part

icxt 2 years in each Compact and

)f the Sidewalk Master Plan)

: Next Steps

In'Process". . • '•.' " •

1017; Develop baseline for each CCC.

iOlS: Develop plan

1018: CDC rewrite includes review of CDC in iight

complete Communities (CCC) by

if this goal for each CCC.

istablishing a baseline/ developing
a plan, and target improvement of

)ne of the STAR outcome
benchmarks. Benchmarks include

L2 dwellings per acre within a 1/4
Tiile of a transit stop, average of at

east 7 dwellings per acre within the
-est of the CCC boundary, 25 jobs
3er acre, and providing 60 weekday

and 40 weekend transit trips.

BE-3:| enhance walkability in each defined
0-2

?016: Identified CCC areas which work for

?016 - 2018: Downtown Improvements Plan

)01S: Develop plan to meet goals based on

XC by achieving a 10%

steamboat Springs. (These were identified as part

3 reject

baseline data

mprovement of each benchmark

if the Sidewalk Master Plan)

:hat is not currently being met.
3ench marks include sidewalks on
30th sides of 90% of the streets/ •

100% ADA accessible crosswalks,
50% of the streets have trees at 40

?017: Establish baseline for each defined CCC.

foot intervals and 70% of the speed
imits are designed for 25mph.

?017/18-new sidewalk improvments planned witl'odeo/ parking lot and ice arena expansion
2017/18 - PCS master plan update to assess trail
:onnectivityto parks, neighborhoods/ etc.

BE-7:
0-1

ncrease alternative modes of transit

2017: Self reporting mode split in community

2016-2018: QP Projects: Downtown

?018: Include mode split data collection and goals

:or journeys to work such that a

survey.

mprovement Plan/ Parking; Transit, Bike, and

n Transportation Master Plan.

maximum of 60% drive alone while a

sidewalk

minimum of 25% Bike+Walk+Transit,
and at least 5% Bike and Walk.

2017/18 - PCS master plan update to assess trail
:onnectivityto parks/ neighborhoods, etc.

Housine
STAR
!D#

GOAL

BE-4:| Affordable Housing Production:
0-2

Completed
2016: YVHA subcommittee planning work

2017: Housing Property Tax Ballot Initiative

targets and make incremental

progress towards the targets.

2018: Reserves at Steamboat - Affordable Housing

project completed byYVHA

BE-4: | Affordable Housing Preservation:
0-3

No loss of subsidized affordable
housing units due to expiring
subsidies.

2018: City Council review of housing policies and
regulations

Develop a comprehensive housing

strategy with affordable housing

In Process

2016: YVHA subcommittee planning work

Next Steps

2018/2019: Implement Council Policies

Metrics/ Progress Tracking/ and Reporting
The STAR program outcomes have been set up so that progress is quantifiable through metrics.
These are the same metrics used in the original STAR benchmarking assessment/ which enables the
city to track progress overtime, as well as to compare our ratings against other communities. This
allows for both community officials and citizens to track progress overtime to achieving these goals.
The City is scheduled to conduct the second STAR benchmark in 2019. More information about the
STAR benchmark program can be found at https://reporting.starcommunities.org/indicators.

